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P RE F ACE

This paper is one of a series of reports by members of the
staff of the Harvard Economic Research Project on the procedures
being used to implement a multiregional input-output model for the
American economy.

In the present report, a detailed explanation is

given of the procedures used to estimate for each state 1963 input
requirements for the two agricultural industries.

Constructive

criticism of the procedures discussed would be welcome.

Karen R. Polenske

Harvard Economic Research Project
September 1970

ESTIMATION OF 1963 INPUT REQUIREMENTS
FOR AGRICULTURE
This study is part of the larger project of constructing a
United States multiregional input-output table for 1963 which is
being carried out at the Harvard Economic Research Project.

The

first section of this paper presents a general approach to the estimation of regional technical coefficients for a given year when there
are few or no detailed regional input data for that year.

The second

section further develops the general approach introduced in the
first section with particular reference to the methodology used to
estimate 1963 technical coefficients for input-output (IO) industries
10-1, Livestock & livestock products, and 10-2, Other agricultural
products, at the state level.

The third section discusses the major

sources of data for the study and explains how they were used; the
fourth section gives a detailed explanation of the methods used to
estimate each specific input.

GENERAL APPROACH TO THE ESTIMATION
OF REGIONAL TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS
Any attempt to construct technical coefficients at a regional
level is hampered by lack of data in the desired form.

Ideally, data

would be for the year and for each of the regions under study and
would give input detail by the producing and consuming industries at
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the level of disaggregation desired.

Since these requirements are

rarely met by any one set of data, value judgments must be made as
to the meaningfulness of various available data relative to the study
being undertaken before determining which data will be used.

Once a

choice has been made, an additional decision is required as to how
the data selected for use are to be combined to achieve the desired
final result.

Underlying these decisions are certain basic assump-

tions as to the nature of regional technical coefficients and as to
their behavior over time.
For this study, a set of criteria is established that prescribes methods for using available data to obtain input coefficients for the agricultural subindustries.
are made:

Two major assumptions

(1) that regional input patterns differ from the

national average, that is, the technology for producing a particular
commodity varies from region to region; and (2) that technical
coefficients for agriculture are relatively more constant over
time than over geographic area.
The methodology used in this study is governed by certain
criteria.

These criteria weight data according to how recent (how

close to the year under study) they are, how much regional detail
is given, etc., and combine these data in such a way as to preserve
the most valuable aspects of each set of data used--that is, the
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most valuable for the present purpose.

The development of these

criteria, and the value judgments involved, are discussed in the
following section, with specific reference to the estimation of
state technical coefficients for agriculture in 1963.

METHODOLOGY:

GENERAL DISCUSSION

State estimates of inputs to agriculture were made for the
ten agricultural subindustries for which data are given in the 370order 1963 input-output table published by the Office of Business
Economics (OBE) [38].

These ten agricultural subindustries are

listed, together with the commodities they produce, in Table 1.
After all figures had been obtained at the subindustry level, they
were aggregated to represent inputs to 10-1, Livestock & livestock
products, and 10-2, Other agricultural products.
There are two reasons for working with ten instead of only
two agricultural industries:

(1) many of the state-level data used,

either directly or as allocation factors, are given in greater detail
than just for livestock and crops, and (2) since the 370-order national
input-output table for 1963 gives control totals for ten agricultural
subindustries, the necessary consistency with national input-output
figures can be maintained while taking advantage of available detail
in state data.

By working with ten subindustries whenever feasible,

actual state-to-state differences in technology which might not show
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Table 1
CLASSIFICATION OF THE TEN AGRICULTURAL
SUBINDUSTRIES ACCORDING TO COMMODITIES PRODUCED

IONumber

Name of
Agricultural Subindustry

Commodities Produced

1.01

Farm Dairy Products

Milk, butter, butterfat
Manure

1.02

Poultry & Eggs

Chickens, turkeys and broilers
Eggs and turkey-hatching eggs
Other poultry & products
Manure

1.03

Meat Animals & Miscellaneous Livestock
Products

Cattle and calves
Hogs
Sheep and lambs
Wool
Goats
Mohair
Manure
Horses and mules
Animal work power
Honey
Package bees
Beeswax
Miscellaneous animals (rabbits,
fur-bearing animals, dogs, etc.)

2.01

Cotton

Cotton
Cottonseed

2.02

Food, Feed Grains
& Grass Seed

Wheat
Rye
Rice
Buckwheat
Corn
Hay
Pasture
Oats
Barley
Sorghum grain
Silage
Cowpeas
Hayseeds
Pasture seeds
Cover crop seeds
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Table 1 (continued)
CLASSIFICATION OF THE TEN AGRICULTURAL
SUBINDUSTRIES ACCORDING TO COMMODITIES PRODUCED

IONumber

Name of
Agricultural Subindustry

Commodities Produced

2.03

Tobacco

Tobacco
Seeds and plants

2.04

Fruits & Tree Nuts

Citrus fruits
Noncitrus fruits
Melons
Berries
Other fruits and nuts
Almonds
Filberts
Pecans
Walnuts

2.05

Vegetables, Sugar &
Miscellaneous Crops

Dry edible beans
Dry edible peas
Potatoes
Sweet potatoes
Truck crops
Mung beans
Sugar beets
Sugar cane and sirup
Maple sugar and sirup
Sorgo sirup
Hops
Spearmint and peppermint
Broomcorn
Popcorn
Velvet beans
Other miscellaneous crops
(includes other seeds, flax
and hemp fiber, etc.)

2.06

Oil Bearing Crops

Soybeans
Peanuts
Flaxseed
Tung nuts
Copra (imported)
Other oil seeds
Castor beans
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Table 1 (continued)
CLASSIFICATION OF THE TEN AGRICULTURAL
SUBINDUSTRIES ACCORDING TO COMMODITIES PRODUCED

IONumber

2.07

Name of
Agricultural Subindustry
Forest, Greenhouse &
Nursery Products

Commodities Produced
Stumpage
Pulpwood
Gum naval stores
Fuelwood
Christmas trees
Fence posts and other lumber
products
Greenhouse and nursery products
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up at the two-industry level, are pinpointed.
The ideal data for this study would meet the following
requirements:
1.

They would be for the year 1963.

2.

They would be for each state.

3.

They would be for the specific 370-order input-output
industry which produces the input.

4.

They would be for the specific agricultural subindustry
which consumes the input.

Given several sets of data, each of which meets one or more
but not all of the above requirements, the "best" set of data must
be determined.

For example, two sets of data may be available on

farmers' purchases of hardware supplies:
(a)

Total expenditure for hardware supplies by state in 1963.

(b)

Purchases of each component input in the hardware supply
category in eight regions of the United States for 1955.

Data set (a) is "good" in that it meets two requirements:

the data

are for the year 1963 and they are for each state, but "bad" in that
it gives no input detail and is for agriculture as a whole.

Data

set (b), on the other hand, is "good" in that the 370-order inputoutput sectors which produce the inputs can be determined, but "bad"
in that it is for the year 1955, at the regional level, and for agriculture as a whole.
tion, for this study

Although data set (b) provides valuable informathe fact that data set (a) is both for 1963
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and by state is more important.

Thus, the figures in data set (b)

are used to separate control totals from data set (a) into their
component parts.

Regional figures as percentages of their sum in

1955 are used to distribute 1963 state totals.
Two things should be noted about the case just discussed.
First, neither set of data meets the requirement that the consuming
agricultural subindustry be identifiable.

Thus, a third set which

meets at least this fourth requirement must be introduced to obtain
final data in the desired form.

Secondly, no account is taken of

changes in the kinds of commodities produced and/or variations in the
level of output of these commodities which might have occurred over
the period 1955 to 1963 nor of state-to-state differences in production patterns and/or variations in output levels which might occur
within a given region.
The regional expenditure figures for 1955, however, can be
expressed in terms of some other data which are available both by
region in 1955 and by state in 1963.
called an intermediate data set.

Such a set of data will be

An intermediate data set is one

which is introduced to convert a highly aggregated set of figures to
a more detailed level of data without distorting the "good" aspects
of the original data.

The data in this intermediate set, however,

need not be directly related to the input being estimated, although
the closer the correlation the more accurate the final estimates.
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Output data are available for every year, for every state,

,.

and for every agricultural commodity.
uniform units.

They can be expressed in

For example, although output of wheat is measured

in bushels, output of milk in gallons, and output of apples in
tons, each can be expressed in terms of 1000 lb. units, and thus
be made comparable.

In addition, inputs are often correlated with

levels and kinds of output.

Output data, then, successfully ful-

fill the requirement of an intermediate data set.

In the example

given of two sets of data on farmers' purchases of hardware supplies, 1955 regional expenditures on individual hardware supplies
can be expressed per unit of each region's output in 1955.

These

coefficients are then applied to 1963 output data by state to
obtain a "pseudo" matrix of 1963 expenditures for individual hardware supplies by state.

This matrix is labeled "pseudo" because

it is constructed under the assumption that expenditures on individual hardware supplies per unit of output are constant from 1955
to 1963 as well as constant for each state within a given region.
The percentage distribution of this "pseudo" matrix is then used to
separate 1963 state totals for hardware supply expenditures into
purchases of each component input.

This method accounts for

changes in output levels over time as well as differences in
output levels of states within a region.
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In another case, data may be available on purchases of veterinary services for cattle in 1963 at the national level.

These figures

could be expressed in terms of expenditure per cow and then allocated
to the states according to the number of cows in each state in 1963.
If, however, additional data provide figures on expenditures on
veterinary services for cattle by state in 1960, the 1960 state expenditures can be divided by the number of cattle in each state in 1960
to obtain state coefficients showing expenditures for veterinary services per cow in each state in 1960.

These coefficients are multiplied

by the number of cows in the corresponding states in 1963 to obtain
a pseudo matrix which is then used as an allocation series to distribute to the states the 1963 national total for veterinary services
purchased for cattle.
The above examples should serve to clarify the ways in which
basic criteria were developed to aid in deciding whether given sets
of data should be used as control totals or as allocation factors.
These data could rre combined to meet the four requirements specified
in many alternative ways.

The following set of criteria are used to

form the basis for choosing both the data sets to be used and the
methods in which the chosen data sets are to be combined for this study:
Criterion 1.--1963 data are always "better" than data from
other years, because all results must be made consistent with
available 1963 figures.
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Criterion 2.--State data are "better" than regional data,
subject to constraint (1) above. Thus 1963 regional data
can be allocated to the states using 1959 state figures as
allocation factors but the 1963 regional totals must be
preserved.
Criterion 3.--Data on specific inputs (both by producing
and consuming input-output industries) are "better" than
more aggregated data, subject to constraints (1) and (2)
above. For example, 1955 data on specific inputs can be
used to separate 1963 aggregate expenditure figures into
their components as long as the results add to 1963
totals. In another case, detailed data by region can be
used to disaggregate state expenditure totals for the
same year, but, if differences occur, the state totals
must be preserved.

.

Criterion 4.--Input data for any year and at any level of
detail (regional, producing industry, consuming industry)
are "better" than any intermediate set of data which might
be introduced, even though the intermediate data are for a
year closer to 1963 or at a higher level of disaggregation.
Criterion 1 ensures that all final estimates are consistent
with available 1963 data, or at least with the most recent (closest
to 1963) data available; criterion 2 ensures that the data used for
any given year provide more regional detail than other available
data for the same year.

These regional data, however, are not used

as a control unless they are the most recent (closest to 1963) data
available.

Criterion 3 ensures that methods used to estimate any

individual input take advantage of the most highly disaggregated
data available.

At the same time, checks are made to assure that the

most recent data are being used as controls, and that each data set
being used as a control gives the most regional detail available
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for that year.

And criterion 4 ensures that any available informa-

tion on actual regional differences in input patterns, regardless of
the year in which the data were collected, is incorporated into the
final estimates.

As has been said, the assumption is made that tech-

nical coefficients are relatively more constant over time than over
geographic area.

METHODOLOGY:

MAJOR SOURCES OF DATA

The three major sources of data which are used in this study
deal directly with farmers' purchases of inputs for agricultural
production.
The 1963 input-output table for the United States published
by the Office of Business Economics (OBE) [37,38] provides control
totals at the national level for state estimates of inputs to agriculture.

The flows given in the national table were actually pre-

pared for the OBE by the Farm Income Branch of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Economic Research Service.
The Farm Income Branch also provides the second major source
of data for this study:
in 1963 [27].

state figures for farm production expenses

These data are for broad categories of expenditures

and provide control totals at the state level for estimates of purchased inputs to agriculture in 1963.

These same production expense
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data at the national level were used by the Farm Income Branch in
preparing the agricultural flows for the 1963 IO-table, hence the
state controls used in this study are consistent with the national
control figures.
The Survey of Farmers' Expenditures in 1955, published jointly
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture [11), provides the third source of data on inputs for
farm production.
The 1963 National Input-Output Table
The flows in the 1963 national input-output table include not
only purchased inputs, but also the imputed value of nonpurchased
inputs, trade and transportation margins, competitive imports, and
secondary products.

Figure 1 shows the various components of the

flows into agriculture in the national table.
The state-to-state differences in actual inputs to production,
purchased as well as nonpurchased inputs, are of the greatest concern in estimating technical coefficients for agriculture, since they
show differences in te chnology.

The figures for trade and trans-

portation margins, competitive imports, and secondary products do
not reflect actual inputs to production, but rather result from certain accounting conventions used in the construction of the national
input-output table.

In order to use the 1963 table most effectively

as a control at the national level for state estimates of interindustry sales to agriculture, the flows in the national table must

Figure 1
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first be separated into their component parts.
Imputed Value of Nonpurchased Inputs.--The Economic Research
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture has provided figures
on that portion of flows into the agricultural subindustries in the
1963 table representing nonpurchased inputs such as the imputed
value of feed and seed used on farms where grown, manure used for
fertilizer, animal work power, etc.

[18].

These figures are used

as control totals for state estimates of nonpurchased inputs to
agriculture in 1963.

The methods used to estimate state figures for

each specific nonpurchased input are discussed in detail in the following section of this paper.
Trade and Transportation Margins.--Because the transactions in
the national input-output table are valued in producers' prices, the
difference between the purchasers' prices and producers' prices, or
trade and transportation margins, for all inputs purchased are summed
and treated as "purchases" by the agricultural subindustries from
10-65, Transportation & warehousing, and 10-69, Wholesale & retail
trade.

The Office of Business Economics provided figures on trade

and transportation margins on the 1963 370-order agricultural flows [39].
The exact methods used to convert purchaser price input data to producers' prices is discussed in the next section of this paper.
Competitive Imports.--Imports of agricultural commodities to
the United States are treated as purchases by the agricultural sub-
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industries from 10-80 . 02, 1 Transferred imports.

The trade, trans-

portation, and insurance margins associated with these competitive
imports (the difference between the foreign port value and the domestic port value of the imported agricultural goods) are included in
the input-output table as purchases by agriculture from 10-65,
Transportation & warehousing, 10-69, Wholesale & retail trade, and
10-70, Finance & insurance.

Information on competitive imports and

the margins on them for the ten agricultural subindustries in the
1963 table is provided by the Office of Business Economics [36],

No

allocation of competitive imports of agricultural commodities to the
states was made in this study.
Secondary Products.--No industries in the 1963 input-output
table produce agricultural commodities, so the problem of separating
secondary products from the own product of the agricultural subindustries does not enter into this study.
State Farm Production Expenses, 1963
In addition to the 370-order 1963 input-output table, which
provides control totals at the national level, the Farm Income Branch

1Any input-output industry number in the form 10-xx.yy referred
to in this paper is taken from the 370-order industry classification
used by the OBE for the 1963 table [37, pp. 26-29]. The first two
digits of the number (xx) refer to the 80-order input-output industry
of which this particular subindustry is a part. The second pair of
digits (yy) identifies the subindustry itself.
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of the U.S. Department of Agriculture has provided control totals at
the state level for farm purchases of inputs in 1963.

The expense

categories for which data are given are shown in Table 2.

These

specific broad expense categories must be separated into their component inputs according to both the industry producing the input and
the agricultural subindustry consuming it.

Figure 2 gives a diagram-

matic scheme of the overall method used to do so.

First the broad

expense categories are separated into their component inputs; second,
the agricultural subindustries which purchase the individual inputs
are determined; and, third, the inputs consumed by the agricultural
subindustries in each state are assigned to the input-output industry
which produces them.

A detailed explanation of the derivation of

each specific input is given in the next section of this paper.
These state farm production expense data, however, deal only
with purchased inputs and thus are used together with the flows in
the national input-output table which have been adjusted to represent purchased inputs (see figure 1, page 14).
Once the state farm production expense data have been separated
into inputs, allocated to the consuming agricultural subindustry, and
assigned to the producing input-output industry, the state estimates
are made consistent with the flows into agriculture in the purchased
input version of the national input-output table for 1963.
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Table 2
FARM PRODUCTION EXPENDITURE DATA PROVIDED FOR EACH STATE IN 1963
BY THE FARM INCOME BRANCH

Total Farm Production Expenses
I.

Current farm operating expenses
A.

Total feed
1.
2.

B.

Feed for poultry
Feed for livestock

Total livestock purchases
1.

Total purchase of meat animals
a)
b)
c)

2.

Purchase of cattle & calves
Purchase of hogs
Purchase of sheep & lambs

Total purchase of chicks & poults
a)
b)

Purchase of turkey poults
Purchase of baby chicks

C.

Seed purchased

D.

Total fertilizer & lime
1.

2.
E.

Repair & maintenance construction
1.
2.

F.

Fertilizer
Lime

Farm dwellings
Service buildings & other structures

Total expenses for repair & operation of capital items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Petroleum, fuel & oil
Auto repairs, tires, antifreeze, etc.
Auto license & insurance
Truck repairs, tires, antifreeze, etc.
Truck license & insurance
Tractor repairs, tires, antifreeze, etc.
Repairs & parts for farm machinery
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FARM PRODUCTION EXPENDITURE DATA PROVIDED FOR EACH STATE IN 1963
BY THE FARM INCOME BRANCH

G.

Total miscellaneous expenditures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

H.

Hired labor
1.
2.
3.

II.
III.

Blacksmithing & miscellaneous hardware
Containers
Binding materials
Fire, wind & crop-hail insurance
Cotton ginning
Pesticides
Crop insurance
Sugar & sirup tolls
Short term interest on non-real estate debt
Electricity
Greenhouse & nursery supplies
Veterinary fees & medicines
Dairy supplies
Grazing fees
Irrigation
Small hand tools
Harness & saddlery
Telephone
Marketing expenses for livestock
Hired hauling of milk
Other miscellaneous expenditures

Cash wages
Perquisites
Social security

Depreciation
Real estate taxes

IV.

Interest on farm mortgage debt

V.

Net rent to nonfarm landlords.

Figure 2
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The Survey of Farmers' Expenditures
In many cases, the most detailed data on specific inputs purchased by farmers are for the year 1955.

These data are given in the

form of average expenditures per farm in each of eight regions of the
United States.

(See Appendix Table 1 for a listing of the states

within each region.)

This is the most recent "benchmark" publication

on farm production expenses by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
This means that many estimates of farm production expenses for later
years are obtained by tying these 1955 expenditures to some appropriate figure (such as value of production), which is used as an index
to update them to the year under consideration.

This method was used

for some of the estimates made by the Farm Income Branch for the
1963 input-output table.
Other Important Sources of Data
Two other important sources, both agricultural input-output
studies, provided information on methodology as well as data.

The

first is the "Agricultural Industrial Relations Study, 1955" [25,26],
an input-output table for agriculture compiled by the Farm Income
Branch using data collected in the 1955 Survey of Farmers' Expenditures
[11].

Inputs to agriculture were estimated for the seventeen agri-

cultural subindustries shown in Appendix Table 2.

The second agri-

cultural input-output table used was done by the Economic Research
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Entitled Interindustry
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Transactions for Agriculture, 1958, the study gives figures for the
seventeen agricultural subindustries listed in Appendix Table 2.
These flows were aggregated to two agricultural input-output industries for the 1958 IO-table [40].

METHODOLOGY:

DETAILED EXPLANATION

This section of the paper gives a presentation of the methodology which was used to estimate each individual input to the ten agricultural subindustries in each state in 1963.

Table 3 lists these

inputs sequentially by the input-output industry producing the individual input.

The heading for each of the sections in Table 3 gives the

input-output number and industry title of the 80-order input-output
industry under consideration.

Subheadings in each section give the

industry number and title of the 370-order input-output subindustry
which produces the agricultural input(s).

The inputs to agriculture

produced by this input-output subindustry are listed below the subheadings.

The agricultural subindustries which consume these inputs

are shown in parentheses after each.

For each input, a number is given

to refer the reader to the discussion of the method by which it was
estimated and the sources of data which are used.

For example:
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Note

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

10-1 Livestock & livestock products
10-1.01 Dairy farm products
Imputed value of milk fed to calves (10-1.03) .•...•
Manure for fertilizer (I0-2.01-+10-2.07) ....•....•.•
10-1.02 Poultry & eggs
Manure for fertilizer (I0-2.01 ➔10-2.07) ••••••...••.
10-1.03 Meat animals & misc. livestock products
Manure for fertilizer (10-2.0l ➔I0-2.07) ......•.••••
Purchases of livestock (10-1. 03) .....••....•.••.•.•
Animal work power (10-1.03, 10-2.01 ➔10-2.07) •••.•••

1
2
2
2
3
4

This means that the inputs to agriculture produced by 10-1,
Livestock & livestock products, are:

(1) milk fed to calves, produced

by 10-1.01, Dairy farm products, and consumed by 10-1.03, Meat animals

.

&

miscellaneous livestock products; (2) manure used for fertilizer,

produced by all three livestock subindustries, 10-1.01 through 10-1.03,
and consumed by all seven of the crop subindustries, 10-2.01 through
10-2.07; (3) purchases of livestock, which is an intra-industry purchase,
that is, the livestock are considered as both produced and consumed by
the same industry, 10-1.03; and (4) the imputed value of animal work
power, which is produced by 10-1.03 and consumed by itself as well as
by the crop subindustries, 10-2.01 through 10-2.07.

The method used

to estimate the imputed value of milk fed to calves is explained in
Note l; the method for the imputed value of manure used for fertilizer
is explained in Note 2; for purchases of livestock in Note 3; and the
method for animal work power in Note 4.
The explanatory notes on methodology follow the table listing
inputs to agriculture by producing industry.
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INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

Note

10-1 Livestock & livestock products
1.01 Dairy farm products
Imputed value of milk fed to calves (10-1.03) .......•
Manure for fertilizer (I0-2.0l+I0-2.07) ....•.•.•.•...
1.02 Poultry & eggs
Manure for fertilizer (I0-2.0l+I0-2.07) .............•
1.03 Meat animals & misc. livestock products
Manure for fertilizer (I0-2.0l+I0-2.07) .•••.•.......•
Purchases of livestock (10-1.03) •...........•........
Animal work power (I0-1.03, 10-2.0l+I0-2.07) .....•...
10-2 Other agricultural products
2.01 Cotton
Purchased seed (10-2.01) ......•...•.•........•••.....
Imputed value of nonpurchased seed (I0-2.02) .••...•..
2.02 Food, feed grains & grass seeds
Purchased seed (10-2.02) ..•.............••.......••..
Imputed value of nonpurchased seed (10-2.02) ......•.•
Purchased feed (IO-l.Ol+I0-1.03) ................•....
Imputed value of non purchased feed
(IO-l.Ol+I0-1.03) .......•....•
2.03 Tobacco
Total seed (purchased & nonpurchased) (10-2.03) •.••..
2.04 Fruits & tree nuts
Purchased seeds (I0-2.04) .........••....•...•..••••••
2.05 Vegetables, sugar & misc. crops
Purchased seed (I0-2.05) •.•.....................••.••
Imputed value of nonpurchased seed (I0-2.05) ....••.••
Imputed value of nonpurchased feed
(I0-1.01, 10-1.03) .••••.....••
2.06 Oil bearing crops
Purchased seed (I0-2.06) ................•...•........
Imputed value of nonpurchased seed (10-2.06) ......•..
Purchased feed (10-1.03) ... • •.....................•..
Imputed value of nonpurchased feed (10-1.03) ...•.....
2.07 Forest, greenhouse & nursery products
Purchased seed (10-2.04, 10-2.05 & 10-2.07) .••....••.

1
2
2
2
3
4
5
6
5
6
7
8
5
5
5
6
8
5
6
7
8
5
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced
10-4

10-7

Note

Agricultural, forestry & fishery services
4.00 Agricultural, forestry & fishery services
Artificial insemination (10-1. 01) ........•.•...•....• 9
Chicks & poults bought from hatcheries (10-1.02) •••.• 3
Seed certification (10-2.01➔ 10-2.07) .............•... 10
Soil testing (10-2.01➔10-2.07) ...............•.•••••• 10
Machine hire, custom & contract work
(I0-2.01➔10-2.07) ............. 11
Cotton ginning (10-2.01) ...•...............•......... 12
Sugar & sirup tolls (10-2.05) ....•••••.•........••..• 12
Misc. farm management services (I0-2.01➔ 10-2.07) •••.• 10
Custom sawing of lumber for sale (10-2.07) .......•... 10

Coal Mining
Coal for heat (Greenhouse) (10-2.07) •.....•.....•••.••• 13
Coal for heat (Incubating chicks, brooding)
(10-1.02) ....•.•......•.....•. 14
10-9 Stone & clay mining & quarrying
9.00 Stone & clay mining & quarrying
Mineral salt & other mineral elements)
(10-1.01➔ 10-l.03) ...........•. 17
Crushed limestone for fertilizer (10-2.01--rI0-2.07) ... 15
10-10 Chemicals & fertilizer mineral mining
10.00 Chemical & fertilizer mineral mining
Potash, soda, borate minerals, phosphate rock
(10-2.01➔ 10-2.07) .••..•.•.... 15
10-12 Maintenance & repair construction
12.02 Maintenance & repair construction, all other
maintenance construction & other improvements
(10-l.01➔10-2.07) ........••.•. 16
10-14 Food & kindred products
14.14 Flour & cereal preparations
Millfeeds & other byproduct feeds (10-1.01➔ 10-l.03) .• 7
14.15 Prepared feeds for animals & fowls
Prepared animal feeds (IO-l.01➔ 10-1.03) ...•.•.•..•••. 7
14.16 Rice milling
Millfeeds (10-1. 01➔ 10-1. 03) ...•............•.•.•••••.. 7
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

10-16
10-17

10-19

10-20

Note

14.17 Wet corn milling
Gluten feed & meal (10-l.01➔ 10-1.03) •..•.•..•..••..•.. 7
14.19 Sugar
Dried & molasses beet pulp (10-1.01, 10-1.03) ...•.•.• 7
14.21 Alcoholic beverages
Distillers' dried grains (IO-l.01➔10-1.03) ...•...••.• 7
14.24 Cottonseed oil mills
Oil cake & meal (10-1. 01 ➔10-1. 03) .................... 7
14.25 Soybean oil mills
Oil cake & meal (10-1.01 ➔10-l.03) ................•.•• 7
14.26 Vegetable oil mills, N.E.C.
Oil cake & meal (10-1.02, 10-1.03) ...........•.. , .••• 7
14.27 Animal & marine fats & oils
Tankage, meat meal, fish meal (10-1.02, 10-1.03) •..•. 7
Inedible tallow & grease (10-1.02, 10-1.03) .........• 7
14.32 Food preparations, N.E.C.
Miscellaneous food products (I0-2.05) ....•..••.....•• 24
Broad & narrow fabrics, yarn & thread mills
16.01 Broadwoven fabric mills & fabric finishing plants
Tobacco cloth (I0-2.03) ...•.......•...........•.•.... 18
Miscellaneous textile goods & floor coverings
17.09 Cordage & twine
Rope (I0-1. 01 --;:r:o-2. 07) .........•.....................• 18
Baler & binder twine (I0-2.02) ...................•.... 19
Cordage & twine (10-2.07) ...•........•...............• 13
17.10 Textile goods, N.E.C.
Burlap materials (I0-2.07) .•....•.............•......• 13
Cloth filters (10-l.01) .....•...•..................... 20
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products
19.03 Fabricated textile products, N.E.C.
Canvas (10-1. Olr 10-2. 07) .............•...•...•.......• 18
Burlap sacks (10-1.03,10-2.02, 10-2.04, 10-2.05) ....•. 21
Lumber & wood products, etc.
20.09 Wood products, N.E.C.
Hand tool handles (IO-l.01 ➔10-2.07) .......•.....•.•..• 22
Ladders (10-1. 01 ➔10-2. 07) .•.........•...•.........•... 18
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

Note

10-21 Wooden containers
21.00 Wooden containers
Wooden containers (I0-2.04, 10-2.05) ..............••.•. 21
10-24 Paper & allied products, exc. containers & boxes
24.02 Paper mills, exc. building paper
Miscellaneous paper products (IO-l.01~10-2.07) ...•••.•• 24
24.04 Envelopes
Envelopes (10-l.Ol+I0-2.07) .....•••...•••..•.........•. 24
24.07 Converted paper products, N.E.C., exc. containers & boxes
Egg cartons (IO-l.02) ..•...•..••.........••••...•••..•• 21
10-25 P~perboard containers & boxes
25.00 Paperboard containers & boxes
Milk cartons (10-l.01) ..•..•••.•....••.•••.•••...•.•••. 20
Paperboard boxes (I0-2.07) .••..••.•....••.......•.•..•• 13
10-26 Printing & publishing
26.02 Periodicals
Technical journals (I0-1.0l+I0-2.07) ...••••....••...... 10
26.03 Book printing & publishing
Specialized books (I0-1. Ol+I0-2. 07) ..•....•••.•.••••••• 10
10-27 Chemicals & selected chemical products
27.01 Industrial inorganic & organic chemicals
Chemicals for fertilizer (I0-2.0l+I0-2.07) ..•...•...•.• 15
27.02 Fertilizers
Commercial fertilizers (I0-2.0l+ro-2.07) ..•.•••.....•.• 15
27.03 Agricultural chemicals, N.E.C.
Sprays & disinfectants (10-l.01+10-1.03) ..•••••.••••••• 26
Pesticides (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) ...................••.••••. 27
27.04 Miscellaneous chemical products
Antifreeze (10-l.Ol+I0-2.07) •.•.•.•••••••.••••.•.••.•.• 28
10-29 Drugs, cleaning & toilet preparations
29.01 Drugs
Medicines serums & tonics (10-l.01+10-1.03) ••••••.••••• 26
10-31 Petroleum refining & related industries
31.01 Petroleum refining & related products
Gasoline & other petroleum fuel & oil
(I0-1.01+10-2.07) ...•..•...•.••. 29
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

Note

10-32 Rubber & miscellaneous plastics products
32.01 Tires & inner tubes
Tires & inner tubes (10-1. 01➔ 10-2. 07) ..••.•.•....•.••.• 28
32.03 Reclaimed rubber & misc. rubber products, N.E.C.
Recapping tires (10-l.Ol➔ I0-2.07) .•..•....••...•.•...•• 23
32.04 Miscellaneous plastics products
Plastic materials (I0-2.07) ...............•.....•.••.•• 13
10-34 Footwear & other leather products
34.03 Other leather products
Harness & saddlery (I0-1.03) ................•..•...•••. 12
10-35 Glass & glass products
35.02 Glass containers
Glass bottles (10-l.03) ..•...................•.•....••. 21
Milk bottles (IO-l.01) .•...................••.......••• 20
10-36 Stone & clay products
36.09 Pottery products, N.E.C.
Clay pots (I0-2.07) .....................•...•....•...•. 13
36.13 Lime
Lime (10-2.01➔10-2.07) .................••............•. 15
36.17 Asbestos products
Asbestos products (IO-l.Ol➔I0-2.07) ...•.•..•.•..•..•••. 24
36.19 Minerals, ground or treated
Agricultural limestone, ground (I0-2.0l➔I0-2.07) ..••••. 15
10-38 Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing
38.10 Nonferrous wire drawing & insulating
Wire (10-1. 01 ➔10-2. 07) .................•...••..••..•••. 18
10-39 Metal containers
39.01 Metal cans
Metal milk cans (10-1. 01) ....................•......... 19
39.02 Metal barrels, drums & pails
Fuel barrels, tanks & pumps (10-l.01➔10-2.07) •.•....•.. 18
10-41 Screw machine products, bolts, nuts, etc. & metal stamplings
41.02 Metal stampings
Milk bottle closures (10-1.01) ............•.......••••. 20
10-42 Other fabricated metal products
42.02 Hand & edge tools, inc. saws
Handtools (IO-l.Ol ➔I0-2.07) •..•.•...................••. 22
42.05 Misc. fabricated wire products
Tire chains (10-l.Ol ➔I0-2.07) ..........•.........•••.•. 28
Bale ties (I0-2.02) .•.•.....................•.••••••..• 19
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

Note

10-44 Farm machinery
44.00 Farm machinery
Parts & accessories (10-l.Ol➔I0-2.07) ..••••.••...•••.• 28
10-50 Machine shop products
50.00 Machine shop products
Carburetors, pistons, etc. (IO-l.01➔10-2.07) .••...•.•• 31
10-55 Electric lighting & wiring equip.
55.01 Electric lamps
Lamps, lanterns (10-1. 01➔10-2. 07) .•...••..••..•••.•••. 31
10-58 Miscellaneous electrical machinery, equipment & supplies
58.01 Storage batteries
Storage batteries (10-1. 01➔10-2. 07) •.•..•..•••.••.••.• 28
58.04 Engine electrical equip.
spark plugs, etc. (10-l.01➔ 10-2.07) •.••••.....•••.•••. 28
10-59 Motor vehicles & equipment
59.03 Motor vehicles & parts
Parts & accessories (IO-l.01➔ 10-2.07) ••••..••.••..•.•• 28
10-61 Other transportation equipment
61.07 Transportation equip., N.E.C.
Parts for wagons, carts, etc. (IO-l.Ol➔ I0-2.07) .•.•.•. 31
10-64 Miscellaneous manufacturing
64.12 Miscellaneous manufactures, N.E.C.
Fire extinguishers (10-l.01➔ 10-2.07) .•.•.•.•..••••...• 18
10-65 Transportation & warehousing
Hired hauling of milk (10-1.01) ...........•...•....••. 12
Transportation margins on purchased inputs
(IO-l.01➔ 10-2.07) .•.•......•••• 25
Miscellaneous trucking (IO-l.01➔ 10-2.07) .••••.•.••••.• 10
Transport margins on imports (10-l.02➔ 10-2.07) ••.••••• 37
10-66 Communications, exc. radio & television broadcasting
66.00 Communications, exc. radio & television
Telephones, business share (10-l.01➔ 10-2.07) ••.••.••.• 16
Telegraph, teletype (IO-l.01➔ 10-2.07) ......•......••.• 10
10-68 Electric, gas, water & sanitary services
68.01 Electric utilities
Electricity, business share (IO-l.01➔ 10-2.07) ......••• 16
68.02 Gas utilities
Gas heat (10-1.03, I0-2.07) .••.......••••.•..•.••••••• 29
68.03 Water & sanitary services
Piped water for farm business (IO-l.01➔ 10-2.07) ..••••• 10
Irrigation (I0-2.0l➔ I0-2.07) •.•••••••••••.•..••.•••••• 30
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

.
Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

Note

10-69 Wholesale & retail trade
Miscellaneous marketing charges (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) .••• 32
Trade margins on purchased inputs (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) .• 25
Wholesalers, N.E.C. (I0-2.07) •.••...•.•••.••••.•••••• 13
Livestock marketing costs (I0-1.03) ...............••• 33
Trade margins on imports (IO-l.02+10-2.07) •.......•.. 37
10-70 Finance & insurance
70.01 Banking
Banking services (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) ........•..•...•••• 34
70.04 Insurance carriers
Auto & truck insurance (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) •...•..•..... 28
Crop-hail insurance (I0-2.01+10-2.07) •...•....•..•... 35
Other insur a nee . ..................................... 3 5

Insurance margins on imports (IO-l.02+I0-2.07) •.•..•. 37
10-71 Real estate & rental
71.02 Real estate
Agents' & brokers' fees (10-l.Ol+I0-2.07) ...••.••••.• 10
Rent payments on service buildings & structures
(IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) ..•..•.•.•.•• 36
10-73 Business services
73.01 Miscellaneous business services
Farm machinery repair (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) .....•...•..•. 28
Blacksmithing (I0-1.03) ..•...............•.........•. 18
73.02 Advertising
Advertising (livestock) (I0-1.03) .......•••.•..•...•• 10
Advertising (greenhouse) (10-2.07) .......•.....•.•... 13
73.03 Miscellaneous professional services
Notary public (I0-1. Ol+I0-2. 07) •...•....••...•.••.... 10
Legal fees (I0-1.0l+I0-2.07) ..•....•.•.........•.•..• 10
Accounting services (10-l.Ol+I0-2.07) ...•..•.....•... 10
I0-75 Automobile repair.& services
Auto & truck repair (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) •....•.•.•...••• 28
10-77 Medical, educational services & nonprofit organizations
77.03 Other medical & health services
Veterinary services (IO-l.Ol+I0-1.03) ..••.......•••.• 26
77.05 Nonprofit organizations
Dues to farm organizations, etc. (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) ... 10
Herd improvement fees (I0-1. 01) ...•.....•........•... 20
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Table 3 (continued)
INPUTS TO AGRICULTURE, BY PRODUCING INDUSTRY, 1963

Producing Industry and Input(s) Produced

Note

10-78 Federal Government Enterprises
78.01 Post office
Postage (IO-l.Ol+I0-2.07) •.......••...•.•.•••......•.• 10
10-79 State & local government enterprises
79.03 Other state & local government enterprises
Truck, auto license fees (I0-1.01+10-2.07) •.••••••...• 28
Other license fees (10-l.01+10-2.07) ..•••.•••.••.••••• 10
10-80 Gross imports of goods and services
80.01 Directly allocated imports
Hired foreign labor (10-l.02+10-2.07) •.•.•.••••....••. 37
10-81 Business travel, entertainment & gifts
81.00 Business travel, entertainment & gifts
Business travel (10-l.Ol+I0-2.07) .•.•...•.••..•••••.•• 10
10-82 Office supplies
82.00 Office supplies
Office supplies (I0-1.01+10-2.07) ....•...•.•••.•••.••• 24
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Note 1:

Milk fed to calves

State figures on the amount of milk fed to calves in 1963
[9, t. 558, p. 382] were multiplied by the season average price of
milk in each state in 1963 (9, t. 561, p. 386] to obtain an imputed
value for milk fed to calves, by state, in 1963.

These figures were

allocated to the consuming subindustry, 10-1.03, Meat animals &
miscellaneous livestock products.

Note 2:

Manure used for fertilizer

Data on the amount of manure produced per year by the following
types of dairy and meat animals were obtained from unpublished worksheets of Jack Faucett Associates [2]:
Animal Producing Manure

Manure
(tons/yr)

Horses & Mules (2 yrs+)
Hogs (6 mos+)
Sheep (1 yr+)
Cows & Heifers (2 yrs+)
Dairy Cattle (2 yrs+)
Steers & Bulls (2 yrs+)

6.00
1.70
0.75
7.80
6.60
4.25

Plant Nutrient Content (lbs/ton)
N
K2o
P205
13. 2
9.9
15.8
11.4
11.4
15.0

5.1
6.7
6.7
3.1
3.1
6.0

12.1
9.3
18.0
9.9
9.9
8.0

Using these figures, together with the number of each type of animal
in each state in 1963 (28], the plant nutrient content of the manure
from each type of livestock in 1963 was calculated.

The value of

this manure was imputed in terms of the 1963 market value of the plant
nutrients it contains (9, t. 682, p. 475]:
Plant Nutrient

Price/Lb (dollars)

$
$

.12000
.10075

$

• 04890
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The resulting state figures for the imputed value of manure
by type of animal were allocated to the appropriate producing subindustries, 10-1.01, Dairy farm products, and 10-1.03, Meat animals

& miscellaneous livestock products.

These data were distributed to

the consuming crop subindustries in each state according to the
number of acres of each crop fertilized in 1964 [13b, t. 1, pp. 16-281].
According to Interindustry Transactions for Agriculture, 1958, the
only poultry product purchased by the crop industries is manure.
Therefore the value of sales by 10-1.02 to the crop subindustries in
1958 [3, t. 2] was divided by the total number of chickens and turkeys
in 1958 to give a figure for the value of manure produced per
chicken/turkey in 1958:
Sales by 10-1.02 to 10-2.00, 1958 = $86,048,000
Number of chickens & turkeys, 1958 = 379,893,000
Imputed value of manure produced
per chicken/turkey in 1958
= $ .2265
Assuming that the imputed value of poultry manure had notchanged,
the value of manure produced per poultry unit was multiplied by the
number of poultry units in each state in 1963 to give the value of
poultry manure produced by state in 1963.

These figures were allo-

cated to the purchasing subindustries in each state in the same
proportions as shown for 1958 (3, t. 2].

Note 3:

Purchases of livestock and poultry

State data on purchases of poultry in 1963 (27] consist entirely
of purchases of baby chicks and turkey poults from commercial
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Note 3 (cont'd.)
hatcheries.

These data need no adjustments and are considered as

inputs produced by 10-4.00 and consumed by 10-1.02.
The Farm Income Branch (FIB) state data on purchases of meat
animals in 1963 (27] consist only of interstate transactions and
therefore do not include interfarm, intra-state purchases of
animals.

Since 1964 Census of Agriculture census figures do in-

elude interfarm, intra-state transactions, the following ratios
rre used to inflate the 1963 livestock purchase data:
1964 Census Livestock & Poultry= _______X
_______,_
FIB Livestock & Poultry 1964
FIB Livestock & Poultry 1963
X

= Livestock & Poultry purchased in 1963, including
interfarm, intra-state sales.

Since both Census and Farm Income Branch data on poultry purchases
contain intra-state as well as interstate transactions, the FIB
figures for purchases of poultry are subtracted from X to obtain
the desired livestock purchase figure.
The resulting state figures for purchase of livestock include dairy cattle as well as meat animals.

Both the 1955 (26]

and the 1958 [3] studies contain no estimate for the purchase of
dairy cattle by the dairy subindustry, but instead all purchases of
livestock are included as inputs produced and consumed by 10-1.03.

Note 4:

Imputed value of animal work power

A value must be imputed to the work done by horses and mules
in each subindustry.

The output measures developed by Jack Faucett

Associates [l] for 10-1, Meat animals & miscellaneous livestock
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products, in 1958 include an estimate of animal work power produced in 1958 for the United States as a whole.

This value was

obtained by multiplying the number of horses and mules in each
state in 1958 by a factor of the value of work power produced per
animal (112.2) and summing to a national total of $376,393,000.
Since the publication of data on the number of horses and mules
by state was discontinued as of the January 1, 1960 enumeration,
the number of horses and mules in each state in 1960 is multiplied by the same factor (112.2) to obtain an approximate value of
animal work power · produced in each state in 1963.
The following percentage distribution of animal work power
inputs to the agricultural subindustries was obtained from the 1955
input-output study [26, Appendix Table A]:
10 Subindustry level
(percent)
1.01
1.02
1.03
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07

(A3)*
(A2)
(Al,A4)
(A7)
(A5,A6,Al3)
(A8)
(All,Al2)
(Al0,Al4,Al5)
(A9)
(A16,Al7)

18.93
15.05
45.72
7.40
1.35
6.07
3.47
2.01
100.00

*The numbers in parentheses represent the 17 agricultural
subindustries for which estimates were made in the 1955
study. (See Appendix Table 2)
The national total of animal work power obtained above is distributed to the consuming agricultural subindustry using the above
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Note 4 (cont'd.)
percentages to obtain the amount of animal work power consumed by
each subindustry at the national level.
Diagrammatically, the following figures (shaded) were obtained.
These data are allocated

AGRICULTURAL
SUB INDUSTRIES

to the subindustries
Animal
work
power
consumed
in each
state

within each state according to the percentage
distribution of a state
agricultural subindustry
matrix of output in 1963
[10].

This is done using

a computer program which
work power'
consumed in each
subindustry

forces a given matrix
(output 1963, state-byagricultural subindustry)

to add to specified row sums (animal work power produced in each
state, 1963) and column sums (animal work power consumed in each
subindustry, 1963).

The result is a matrix of figures for animal

work power inputs to each agricultural subindustry in each state in
1963.

Note 5:

Purchases of seed

The 1955 Survey of Farmer's Expenditures [11, tt. 14 - 16]
gives data on average expenditure per farm for the following kinds
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Note 5 (cont'd.)
of seed:
Field crop seeds, total
Seed corn
Seed oats
Seed barley
Seed wheat
Se ed rye
Sorghum grain for seed
Soybean seed
Dry bean seed
Irish potatoes for seed
Cottonseed for seed
Peanuts for seed
Tobacco, seed and plants
Seed rice
Flax for seed
Other field crop seeds
Hay, pasture and cover crop seeds, total
Vegetable seeds, trees, shrubs, etc., total
Vegetable seeds
Fruit and nut trees, etc.
Other trees, shrubs, bulbs, plants
TOTAL SEEDS, PLANTS, TREES, ETC.
These seed purchase data are given for three maj or regions:
North, South and West (Appendix Table 1 lists the states within each
region).

The totals for each crop category, as well as a few se-

lected individual crops, a re given for each of eight subregions
(see Appendix Table 1).
Using the above data, together with crop production da ta for
each subregion in 1955 [5, ch. VII], seed purchases for each crop
in each of the eight subregions were calculated for 1955.

Coef-

ficients showing seed purchases per unit of crops produced in 1955
were obtained by dividing the expenditure for seed for each crop
by the quantity of that crop produced for each subregion,

The

coefficients for each subregion were multiplied by the 1963
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Note 5 (cont'd.)
crop production for each state within that subregion.

The result-

ing "pseudo" matrix of seed purchases in 1963 (state by crop) was
aggregated to the crop subindustries.

The percentage distribu-

tion obtained from this matrix was used to allocate actual state
seed purchase figures for 1963 [23] to the consuming crop subindustries.
The seed purchases of most of the crop subindustries are
internal, that is, the seeds are both produced and consumed by the
same subindustry.

However, the 1958 input-output table giving

subindustry detail for agriculture [3, t. 2] shows that seed purchases for 10-2.04, Fruits & tree nuts, and 10-2.05, Vegetables,
sugar

&

miscellaneous crops, consist of self-produced seeds and

those bought from 10-2.07, Forest, greenhouse & nursery products.
The seeds purchased from 10-2.07 by 10-2.04 and by 10-2.05 are calculated as a percent of total seeds purchased by each in 1958.
These percentages are applied to the derived 1963 seed purchase
figures for 10-2.04 and 10-2.05 to obtain figures for internally
consumed seeds as well as for seeds purchased from 10-2.07.

Note 6:

Nonpurchased seed

Data on the physical amount of seed used on farms where grown
by state in 1963 are available [32] for the following crops:
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Note 6 (cont'd.)
Nonpurchased
Seed

Nonpurchased
Feed & Seed

Wheat
Rye
Flaxseed
Buckwheat
Dry edible beans
Rice
Soybeans
Cottonseed
Dry field peas
Cow peas
Peanuts
Legume & grass seeds
Potatoes
Sweet potatoes

Corn
Oats
Barley
Sorghums

National figures on the imputed value of nonpurchased seed
used in 1963 were supplied by the Economic Research Service,
United States Department of Agriculture [18] for the above crops
as well as for tobacco, mung beans, sugar cane, broomcorn,
velvetbeans and other miscellaneous crops.

These national totals

for each crop were allocated to the states in proportion to the
use of nonpurchased seed in each state in 1963.

The distribution

for corn, oats, barley and sorghums was made according to use for
feed and seed together on farms where grown.

When no state data

were available on nonpurchased seed, the allocation was made according to output in each state [10].

Note 7:

Expenditures for feed

The 1964 Census of Agriculture [7, ch. 7, t. 10, p. 700]
provides state data on expenditures in 1964 for three categories
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Note 7 (cont'd.)
of feed:

feed grains, feed concentrates (commercially mixed feeds,

millfeeds, and feed supplements), and hay and other roughage
(harvested forage).

The Census figure for total feed purchased in

1964 was adjusted to represent feed purchases in 1963 by using the
following ratio with Farm Income Branch (FIB) feed expenditure data
for 1963 and 1964 [14, t. 10, pp. 72-74):
Feed purchased 1964 (Census)=
X
Feed purchased 1964 (FIB)
Feed purchased 1963 (FIB)
X = Feed purchased 1963
The adjusted Census figures for total feed purchased in 1963
were separated into purchases of grain, concentrates and hay and
roughage in proportion to the original 1964 data.
The purchases of grain by state in 1963 were allocated to the
consuming livestock subindustries in each state according to United
States Department of Agriculture factors designed to calculate
grain and concentrates consumed by various kinds of animals in each
state [20, Appendix t. A].
centrates.

The same procedure was followed for con-

Purchases of hay and roughage were assigned to the

consuming livestock subindustries through use of analogous factors

for hay and roughage [20, Appendix t. B].
The information in these state-by-livestock subindustry matrices of expenditures for each of the three categories of feed
was rearranged to form state-by-feed matrices of feed consumption

-----

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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by each of the three livestock subindustries.

The dairy and the

other livestock matrices wer e added to ob tain a state-by-feed
matrix of feed consumed by livestock.
The Farm Income Branch provided 1963 state data on feed expenditures for livestock and poultry (27].

The feed for poultry

data were separated into expenditures for grains, for concentrates,
and for hay and roughage in proportion to the purchases of each
kind of feed obtained from the state-by-feed matrix of feed consumption by poultry obtained above.
The same procedure was followed for the livestock feed expenditures, except that, once a state-by-feed matrix had been
obtained for total livestock, it was separated into a matrix for
dairy and a matrix for other livestock acco rding to the percent
the dairy and the other livestock feed consumption matrices were
of their sum.

The resulting state-by-feed matrices of feed con-

sumption by each livestock subindustry added to the actual 1963
feed purchase figures.

The information in these matrices was re-

arranged again to form three state-by-livestock subindustry matrices of feed expenditures, one for grains, one for concentrates
and one for hay and roughage .
These state-by-livesto ck subindustry matrices of feed purchases in 1963 were used as percent age distributions to allocate the
feed purchases by each livestock subindustry shown in the national
370-order input-output table for 1963 to the states.

With the
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Note 7 (cont'd.)
exception of feed purchases from 10-2.02 and 10-2.06, the flows
from the subindustries listed below were assumed to consist entirely of sales of feed:
Kind of Feed

Producing
IO-Industry

Allocation
Matrix Used

Grains, hay
Oil crops
Wheat millfeeds, byproduct feeds
Prepared animal feeds
Rice millfeeds
Gluten feed & meal
Dried & molasses beet pulp
Distillers dried grains
Cottonseed cake & meal
Soybean cake & meal
Other vegetable oil cake & meal
Tankage, meat & fish meal,
inedible tallow & grease

10-2.02
10-2.06
10-14.14
10-14.15
10-14.16
10-14.17
10-14.19
10-14.21
10-14.24
10-14.25
10-14.26

Grains & hay
Grains

Concentrates

10-14.27

The value of feed purchased from 10-2.02 and 10-2.06 was
determined as a residual obtained by subtracting the imputed value
of nonpurchased feed sold to these livestock subindustries [18]
from the total flows from 10-2.02 and 10-2.06 to each of the livestock subindustries.

Note 8:

Nonpurchased feed

The Economic Research Service of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture provided national data on the imputed value of thirteen
different crops consumed on farms where grown by each of four
livestock groups in 1963 (18].

The total value for each crop was

.
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Note 8 (cont'd)
allocated to the states in proportion to the physical amount of that
crop consumed on farms where grown in each state in 1963 [32).

These

figures provided row sums and column sums of a state-by-livestock
matrix of nonpurchased feed consumption for each crop.

For hay

and pasture the allocation factors used were consumption of hay
and roughage by each of four livestock groups in each state in
1963.

The matrices of feed consumption used as allocation factors

were obtained using U.S. Department of Agriculture factors designed
to calculate the amount of grains and concentrates (or hay and
roughage) consumed per animal in each state (12, Appendix tt. A & B).
These figures on consumption of feed per animal were weighted by the
number of each kind of animal by state in 1963 [34) and then aggregated to the four livestock groups for which feed data were available.

The resulting state-by-livestock matrices were forced to

add to the row and column sums derived above, to obtain state-bylivestock figures for the value of each crJp consumed in 1963, and
then aggregated to state-by-livestock subindustry matrices for each
crop.

The matrices for each crop were summed to obtain the value

of nonpurchased feed produced by IO-crop subindustries.

Note 9:

Artifici~l insemination

Information was available by region* on the number of milk

*North Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central,
South Atlantic, South Central, Western.
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Note 9 (cont'd.)
cows bred artificially in 1963 as a percent of total milk cows in
each region [12, t. 28, p. 50).

These percentages were multi-

plied by the number of milk cows in the states within each region
in 1963 [34, t. 7, p. 8) to obtain the number of milk cows bred
artificially in each state.

These figures were used as a per-

centage distribution to allocate to the states the sale from
10-4.00, Agricultural services, to 10-1.01, Farm dairy products in
the 370-order 1963 input-output table [38) to the states.

Note 10:

Miscellaneous services and expenses

Data were available for eight regions of the United States
in 1955 on average expenditures per farm [11] for the following
expenses (Appendix Table 1 lists the states in each region):
Producing
IO-Industry

Expense Category

10-68.03
10-78.01/10-66.00
10-73.03
10-81.00
10-4.00

Piped water for farm business
Postage, telegraph & teletype
Farm record keeping
Business travel expenses
Farm management services (including soil
testing & seed certification)
Buying & selling farm real estate
Attorney, notary public
Dues to farm organizations
License fees (other than motor vehicles)
Promotion fees, other advertising
Books, periodicals
Miscellaneous trucking charges, n.e.c.
Custom sawing of lumber for sale

10-71.02
10-73.03
10-77.05
10-79.03
10-73.02
I0-26.01/10-26.02
10-65.00
10-4.00
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Note 10 (cont'd.)
For some detailed expense categories, data were given for
three major regions only. (See Appendix Table 1.)

In these cases,

estimates were made for the eight subregions by assuming the
average expenditure per farm constant and then forcing the individual categories to add to subregional totals (given).
State data on "Miscellaneous" current farm operating expenses
were available for 1955 and 1963 [14, t. 10].

The 1955 state

data were used to allocate the individual expenditure figures
given by region for 1955 to the states within each region.

These

1955 state figures were updated to 1963 using the ratio of
"Miscellaneous" current farm operating expenses in 1955 to those
in 1963.
The r esulting figures for each expenditure category by state
in 1963 were distributed to the consuming agricultural subindustries
in proportion to cash receipts of each in 1963 [14, t. 16 and 15,
t . 16], with the following exceptions:
(a) Miscellaneous farm management services (including
soil testing and seed certification) were allocated
to the crop subindustries, 10-2.01 through 10-2.07, only;
(b) Advertising expenses were consumed by 10-1.03, Meat
animals & miscellaneous livestock products, only;
(c) Custom sawing of lumber for sale was allocated to
10-2.07, Forest, greenhouse & nursery products, only.
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Machine hire, custom and contract work

Note 11:

The 1964 Census of Agriculture [6, t. 22) gives state
data on expenditures in 1964 for rental of farm machinery, and
for custom and contract work by each of 12 types of farm.

These

type of farm data were aggregated to the two main agricultural
input-output industries as follows:
Type of farm

Input-Output Industry

Poultry
}
Dairy
Livestock, other
Livestock ranches

I0-1, Livestock & livestock
products

Cash grain
Tobacco
Cotton
Other field crop
Vegetables
Fruit-and-nut
General

10-2, Crops

Miscellaneous

10-1 and 10-2

The "Miscellaneous" type of farm produces both crop and livestock
products.

Each expenditures figure was separated into the crop and

livestock components in proportion to the amounts of each
produced by "Miscellaneous" farms in each state in 1964 [6, t. 22].
These 1964 expenditures for machine hire, custom and contract
work (state-by-industry) were allocated to the subindustries within
each main agricultural industry according to the cash receipts of
each.

The assumption was that expenditure patterns follow income

patterns.

The resulting matrix was used to distribute the national

1963 figures to the states.
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Note 12:

Farm Income Branch data which could be used directly

The current 1963 operating expense data supplied to HERP
by the Farm Income Branch (27] were for all agriculture by state.
Certain categories needed no further adjustment:
Input
Harness and saddlery
Hired hauling of milk
Cotton ginning
Sugar and sirup tolls

Note 13:

Producing
Subindustry

Consuming
Subindustry

34.03
65.00
4.00
4.00

1.03
1.01
2.01
2.05

Greenhouse and nursery supplies

The Farm Income Branch supplied data for miscellaneous
expenses of greenhouse and nursery by state for 1963 (27],
cording to the 1955 agricultural input-output study:

Ac-

"greenhouse

and nursery miscellaneous expenses consist of expenditures for
coal, advertising, commissions, growers' supplies and packing materials."

[ 26, p. 14]

Listed below are the major inputs included in these categories, together with the input-output industry which produces the
input:
Input

Producing
IO-Industry

Coal
Advertising
Commissions
Clay pots
Burlap materials
Plastic materials
Paper board & paper
Cordage

10-7. 00
10-73.02
10-69.01
10-36. 09}
I0-17.10
10-32.04
10-25. 001
10-17. 09.)

growers' supplies
packing materials
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Note 13 (cont'd,)
The sales by the above i ndustries to I0-2.07, Forest, greenhouse
&

nursery products, constitute the entire flows from the above

industries to 10-2.07 shown in the 1963 input-output table [38].
The flows in the 1963 input-output table were given in producers'
prices.

These were converted to purchasers' prices using the ratio

of producer to purchaser prices for each input to greenhouse and
nursery in 1955 [25].

The one exception was plastic materials,

which is not listed as an input to greenhouse and nursery in 1955.
The ratio used for plastics was that of producer to purchaser prices
for the flow from I0-32, Rubber & miscellaneous plastics products,
to 10-2, Other agricultural products, in the 1958 input-output
table [40].

The sum of these inputs in purchasers' prices is

extremely close to the national total of the 1963 purchasers' price
data on miscellaneous expenses of greenhouse and nursery (Smn = $55.5 m,
Farm Income Branch total= $55.6 m).
The 1963 state figures on expenditures for greenhouse and
nursery supplies were separated into the component inputs using
percentages calculated from the 1963 national figures in purchasers'
prices:
Producing
IO-Industry
I0-7.00
10-17.09
10-17.10
10-25.00
10-32.04
I0-36.09
10-69.00
10-73.02

1963 Flows
Producers' Prices
($ millions)

1963 Flows
Purchasers' Prices
($ millions)

Percent
of Total

.7
.7
1.4
3.1
4.9
10.3
16.0
13.4

2,1
.8

3.79
1.44

1.5

2.70

3,5

6.31

5.8
12.4
16.0
13. 4
55.5

10.45
22,34
28.83
24.14
100.00
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Note 14:

Coal heat for inc ubating chicks

The figure for purchases of coal from 10-7.00, Coal mining,
by 10-1.02, Poultry & eggs, in the 370-order 1963 input-output
table [38] was allocated to the states in proportion to purchases
of baby chicks and turkey poults in each state in 1963 [27].

Note 15:

Fertilizer and lime

State data on the amount of fertilizer used in 1963 were
available [31, tt. 4-6] for the following kinds of fertilizer:
Kind of fertilizer

Producing
IO-Industry

Phosphate rock ~
10-10.00
Potash materials j
Anhydrous & aqua ammonia
Ammonium nitrate
Ammonium sulfate
Nitrogen solutions
'r 10-27 .01
Sodium nitrate
Urea
Other chemical nitrogen materialsJ
"\
Mixed fertilizers
l
Superphosphates
i
10-27.02
Ammoniated phosphate
Other phosphate materials

J

The total tonnage of fertilizer for each producing input-output
industry was allocated to the consuming crop subindustries in proportion to the number of acres of each crop fertilized in each
state in 1963 [24, t. l].
These figures were used to allocate figures to the states
for the corresponding flows in the 370-order 1963 input-output
table [38].
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Note 15 (cont'd.)
The Farm Income Branch of the United States Department of
Agriculture provided data on purchases of lime by farmers in
each state in 1963 [27].

The state total purchases of lime were

allocated to the purchasing agricultural subindustries in proportion to acreage fertilized in 1963 [24, t. l].

This matrix was

used as a percentage distribution to allocate the flows to agriculture in the 1963 IO-Table (370-0rder) [38] from the following
input-output industries:
10-9.00, Stone & Clay Mining & Quarrying
10-36.13, Lime
10-36.19, Minerals, Ground or Treated.

Note 16:

Repair and r1taintenance construction;
Telephone service (business share);
Electricity (business share)

The Farm Income Branch provided state data on farmers'
expenditures in 1963 for repair and maintenance construction,
telephone service (business share) and electricity (business share).
These totals for each state were allocated to the consuming
subindustries in proportion to their cash receipts in 1963 [13, t. 16,
pp. 90-122 and 14, t. 16, pp. 84-85].

Note 17:

Mineral salt and other mineral supplements

The sale by 10-9, Stone

&

clay mining & quarrying to the

livestock subindustries, 10-1.01 through 10-1.03, in the 1963
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Note 17 (cont'd.)
input-output table [38], was allocated to the consuming livestock
subindustries in each state i n proportion to the consumption of
feed grains and concentrates in each state [20, Appendix t. A].

Note 18:

Blacksmithing and miscellaneous hardware supplies

The Farm Income Branch provided expenditure data on "Blacksmithing and Miscellaneous Supplies" by state for 1963 [27].

In

the Agricultural Industrial Relations Study, 1955, [26, pp. 15-17],
this expenditure category was divided into purchases of:
blacksmith services
miscellaneous supplies

$74,468 thousand
$73,092 thousand.

The figure for blacksmith services purchased in 1955 is divided by
the number of horses and mules in the United States in 1954

[5, Ch. VI, t. 18, p. 508] to give the value of blacksmithing per
horse in 1955 ($18,00).

This coefficient was multiplied by the

number of horses and mules at the national level in 1960 (no enumeration of horses and mules has been conducted since 1960, so 1960
figures are used for 1963) [16, t. 13, p. 33] to obtain a pseudo
figure for blacksmith services purchased by 10-1.03, Meat animals
miscellaneous livestock products, from 10-73.01, Miscellaneous
business services, in 1963.
The percent this figure was of total ''Blacksmithing and Miscellaneous Supplies" in 1963 was assumed to hold in each state,

leaving a residual for purchases of miscellaneous supplies and
equipment which must be separated into its component inputs.

&
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Note 18 (cont'd.)
The 1955 Survey of Farmers' Expenditures [11, tt. 14-16,
pp. 33-47] gives expenditures by region in 1955 for the following
inputs to agriculture:
Producing
IO-Industry

Input

10-16.01
10-19.03
10-20.09
10-39.02
10-64.12
10-17.09
10-38.10

Tobacco cloth
Canvas
Ladders
Fuel barrels, tanks & pumps
Fire extinguishers
Rope
Wire

State data on "Miscellaneous" current farm operating expenses were
available for 1955 and for 1963 [14, t. 10].

The 1955 state data

were used to allocate the above regional expenditure figures for
1955 to the states within each region.

These 1955 state figures

were updated to 1963 using the ratio of "Miscellaneous" current
farm operating expenses in 1955 to those in 1963.
The resulting matrix of miscellaneous hardware supplies
purchased by state in 1963 was used as a percentage distribution to
separate the miscellaneous supplies figure for each state (derived
as described previously in this note) into its component inputs.
These inputs (with the exception of tobacco cloth which is consumed by 10-2.03, Tobacco, only) were allocated to the consuming
agricultural subindustries in proportion to the cash receipts of
each in 1963 [14, t. 16 and 15, t. 16].
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Note 19:

Binding materials

The Farm Income Branch provided data on purchases of binding
materials by farmers in each state in 1963 [16].

This cate-

gory was divided into its component inputs using 1955 regional
figures (which had been allocated to the states in each region and
updated to 1963 using the @ethods explained in notes 10 and 18) on
farmers' purchases of the following inputs [11, tt. 14-16, pp. 3347]:
Producing
IO-Industry

Input
Baler & binder twine
Baling wire, bale ties

10-17.09
10-42.05

All purchases of binding materials were assumed to be used for
baling hay, and hence allocated to the consuming subindustry
10-2.02, Food, feed grains & grass seed, which produces hay.

Note 20:

Miscellaneous dairy supplies

The Farm Income Branch provided data on expenditures for
miscellaneous dairy supplies by state in 1963 [27].

These ex-

penditures had to be separated into purchases of the component
inputs to dairy farming.

In the 1955 Agricultural Industrial

Relations Study [26, p. 12] the "miscellaneous dairy supplies"
category is divided into expenditures for dairy supplies and for
dairy herd improvement fees.
The 1955 Farmers' Expenditure Survey [11] gives data on dairy
herd improvement fees paid in 1955 in each of eight regions of the
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Note 20 (cont'd.)
United States.

(Appendix Table 1 lists the states in each region.)

These herd improvement fees paid in each region were divided by
the number of dairy cows in each in 1954 [5, t. 30) to obtain
regional figures on fees paid per diary cow in 1955.

The regional

coefficients were multiplied by the number of dairy cows in each
state within these regions in 1963 [34] to obtain a pseudo matrix of
dairy herd improvement fees paid by state in 1963.

According to

information from Agricultural Statistics 1965 [10, tt. 543 & 552),
one in eighteen dairy cows was tested in 1955, whereas in 1963 the
rate had doubled to one in nine cows.

For this reason, the figures

in the pseudo matrix of dairy herd improvement fees paid by state
in 1963 are doubled.

These figures were subtracted from the

"miscellaneous dairy supplies" figure given for each state leaving
a residual representing purchases of dairy supplies by state in 1963.
The following flows into 10-1,01, Dairy farm products, were
taken from the 1963 370-order input-output table [38).

These

flows were converted from producers' prices to purchasers' prices
using the ratio, producer:purchaser prices for each main 83-order
input-output industry in the 1958 input-output table [40).
Input

Producing
IO-Industry

Cloth filters
Milk cans
Milk cartons
Milk bottles
Bottle closures

10-17.10
10-39.01
10-25.00
10-35.02
10-41.02

1963 Flows ($1000 IS)
(producers')
(purchasers')
7,616
5,691
1,661
4,113
24,898

11,325
6,046
1,764
5,871
27,238
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Note 20 (cont'd)
The residual figure for each state in 1963 obtained above was
separated into its components in proportion to the 1963 flows,
converted to purchasers' prices, shown above.

All inputs were

consumed by 10-1.01, Farm dairy products.

Note 21:

Containers

State data on expenditures for containers in 1963 [27] had to
be separated into container purchases by each agricultural subindustry.

These state figures do not include containers purchased

by dairy farmers since the expenditure category "dairy supplies"
includes containers.

(See Note 20.)

Data on the amount spent on marketing containers in 1955 was
available by commodity group [4, t. 5].

The containers purchases

of each commodity group in 1955 were divided by the 1955 output of
each commodity group to obtain coefficients.
The output of the commodity groups in each state in 1963 were
multiplied by the 1955 coefficient to obtain a pseudo matrix of
expenditures for containers in 1963, state-by-commodity group.
pseudo matrix was aggregated to represent the agricultural subindustries being used in the 1963 input-output table as follows:
Eggs
Wool & mohair
7
Honey & other prods.)
Fruits, berries, nuts
Vegetables, fresh use '
Vegetables, processing>Potatoes
Dry beans, peas, seeds

10-1.02
10-1.03
10-2 .04
10-2. 05
10-2.02

This
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Note 21 (cont'd.)
· stribution of this state-by-subindustry
The percentage dl.
matrix of container purchases was used to allocate the actual
1963 container expenditures by state to the purchasing agricultural
subindustries.
According to the 1955 input-output study [26, PP· 14-15], the
types of container purchased by each subindustry were estimated
using the following percentage figures:
TyEe of
Container

Producing
IO-Industry

Textile
Wooden
Paper
Glass

10-19.03
10-21.00
10-24.07
10-35.02

Agricultural Subindustry
2.04
2.02
1.03
(percent)
0.9
100.0
45.0
99.1

1.02

2.05
30.0
70.0

100.0
100.0

55.0
100.0

~

100.0

100.0

100.0

These percentages were used to distribute the 1963 container
purchases by subindustry for each state to the appropriate producing
industry.

Note 22:

Hand tools and hand tool handles

The Farm Income Branch provided data on purchases of hand
tools by state in 1963 [27].

These figures were allocated to

the consuming agricultural subindustries in each state on the basis
of farm cash receipts in 1963 [14, t. 16 and 13, t. 16].

The total

f.igure for purchase of hand tools by state in 1963 was separated
into expenditures for hand tools, produced by 10-42.02,

Hand &
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Note 22 (cont'd.)
edge tools, and expenditures for hand tool handles, produced by
10-20.09, Wood products, n.e.c.

This was done using regional

figures on purchases of handles as a percent of total hand tool
purchases (including handles) calculated from data in the 1955
Survey of Farmers' Expenditures [11, tt. 14 & 16] for the states
within each region.

(Appendix Table 1 lists the states in each

region.)

Note 23:

Recapping tires

The purchases by each agricultural subindustry from 10-32.03,
Reclaimed rubber & miscellaneous rubber products, n.e.c., were
allocated to the states in proportion to purchases of tires and
inner tubes by each subindustry in 1963 (see note 28 for method of
estimation).

Note 24:

Inputs for which weighted national
coefficients were used

No state data on purchases of inputs by farmers in 1963 was
available for the following producing industries:
10-SubIndustry
I0-14.32
I0-24.02
10-24.04
10-36.17
I0-82.00

Industry Title
Food preparations, n.e.c.
Paper mills, except building paper
Envelopes
Asbestos products
Office supplies
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Note 24 (cont'd.)
Purchases from the above industries were estimated by weighting
the national flows from these industries into agriculture.

The

figures for sales by the above industries to each agricultural
subindustry in the 370-order national input-output table [38] were
divided by total cash receipts by each subindustry in 1963 [14, t. 16
and 13, t. 16] to obtain national coefficients for each input.
These national coefficients were then multiplied by the cash
receipts of each subindustry in each state to obtain 370-order
flows into agriculture for the above industries in each state.

Note 25:

Trade and transportation margins on purchased inputs

Once all state inputs to agriculture had been estimated at
the 370-order level (both by producing and by consuming subindustry), they were converted from purchasers' to producers'
prices using ratios developed from the trade and transportation
margins used for the 1963 370-order input-output table [39].

The

total transportation margins on all inputs for each agricultural
subindustry were summed for each state and allocated to producing
input-output industry, 10-65, Transportation

&

warehousing.

The

same process was repeated for trade margins "produced" by 10-69,
Wholesale & retail trade.
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Note 26:

Sprays and disinfectants, serums and tonics,
veterinary services

The following data are available on the national level for
1955 [4, t. 5]:
Sprays &
Disinfectants
($1000 IS)

Kind of
Animal
Cattle & calves
Hogs & pigs
Sheep & lambs
Chickens
Turkeys
Other

26,856
3,863
912
5,251
236
496

Veterinary
Services
($1000 IS)
29,520
4,006
585
664
15
1,218

Serums &
Tonics
($1000's)

Vet. Serve. &
medicines not
reported separately
($1000 1 s)

17,298
7,191
1,678
15, 776
1,863
1,045

48,640
23,073
799
3,254
390
10,896

The figures for "veterinary services & medicines not reported
separately" were separated into their two components in the same
proportions as the data which were reported separately.
Each expenditure category was divided by the number of each
kind of animal in 1955 [10) to obtain coefficients giving expenditure per animal.

The expenditure per animal for each category

in 1955 was multiplied by the number of animals of that type in
each state in 196.3 to give "pseudo" state expenditure figures, by
type of animal, for each category in 1963.
These figures are aggregated into the livestock subindustries.
Actual 1963 state expenditure data were available for two of the
categories:

Veterinary Services and Serums & Tonics.

These actual

expenditure figures were allocated to the livestock subindustries
in each state according to the percentage distribution of the
"pseudo" matrices for these two categories.
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Note 27:

Pesticides

Pesticide expenditure figures for 10 regions and 21
commodities were available for 1964 [12 9 tt. 12-21 9 pp. 13-17].
These pesticide

expenditures were realigned into a region-by-

agricultural subindustry matrix and then divided by the output of
the subindustries in each region to obtain regional coefficients
for pesticide expenditure per unit of output.

By multiplying each

state's output in 1963 by the pesticide expenditure per unit output
coefficient for the region to which it belongs. a "pseudo"
state-by-subindustry matrix of pesticide expenditures in 1963
was obtained.
The state figures for pesticide expenditures in 1963 [27]
were allocated to the consuming subindustries in each state according to the percentage distribution of the "pseudo" matrix of pesticide expenditures constructed above.

Note 28:

Repair and operation of motor vehicles
and farm machinery

Regional data on farmers' expenditures for repair and operation of motor vehicles and farm machinery in 1955 [11. t. 15 and
t. 16] were available for the following items or services (Appendix
Table 1 lists the states in each region):
Item or Service
Autos

IO-Sector Producing Input
Trucks
Tractors
Other Mach.

Tires
Inner tubes

32.01
32.01

32.01
32.01

32.01
32.01

32.01
32.01

Tire chains

42.05

42.05

42.05

42.05
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Note 28 (cont'd.)
Item or Service
Autos

IO-Sector Producing Input
Trucks
Tractors
Other Mach.

Antifreeze

27.04

27.04

27.04

27.04

Batteries

58.01

58.01

58.01

58.01

Spark plugs

58.04

58.04

58.04

58.04

Lubrication jobs
Brake adjustments
Brake relining

75.00
75.00
75.00

75.00
75.00
75.00

73.01

Other parts/services 59.03/75.00

59.03/75.00

Registration
& license fees

79.03

79.03

Insurance

70.04

70.04

44.00/73.01

44.00/73.01

These 1955 expenditures for automobiles, trucks, traators and
other farm machinery were divided by the number of automobiles,
trucks, tractors and other farm machinery in each region in 1955
(5, ch. III, tt. 12, 13, 15 and 16] to give expenditures for each
item or service per automobile, per truck, etc. for each region in
1955.
These 1955 regional coefficients were assigned to each state
within the region and then multiplied by the number of automobiles,
trucks, etc. in each state in 1964 (6, Vol, I, t. 22 and 6 1 Vol. II,
ch. 7, tt. 1-3].

The resulting matrix gave "pseudo'·' figures for

repair and operation of motor vehicles and farm machinery for 1963.
The Farm Income Branch provided actual state data for 1963 for
two categories:

"Repairs, Tires & Inner Tubes, Tire Chains,
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Note 28 (cont'd.)
Antifreeze & Parts" and "License & Insurance. "

These two expendi-

ture figures were given for automobiles, trucks, tractors and
farm machinery within each state [27].
The "pseudo" matrix obtained from the 1955 figures was used
to separate the actual 1963 state figures into their component
parts, and the resulting figures were allocated to the consuming IO-industries, 10-1, Livestock & livestock products, and
10-2, Other agricultural products, in proportion to the number
of automobiles, trucks, etc. in each sector in 1964.

(These

figures were obtained by aggregating 1964 Census of Agriculture
figures by type of farm [32, Vol, I, t. 22] to 10-1 and 10-2.)
The figures for each main agricultural IO-industry were further
allocated to the subindustries within each on the basis of cash
receipts in 1963 (14, t. 16 and 13, t. 16].

Note 29:

Gasoline and other petroleum fuel and oil

Expenditures for gasoline, kerosene, oil and grease for
the operation of motor vehicles and farm machinery comprise the
bulk of farmers' purchases of petroleum products.

In addition,

petroleum products were used for "drying and curing crops,
brooding, killing weeds, heating water and many types of farm
buildings, and for frost protection in orchards" (19, p. 11].
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Note 29 (cont'd.)
1964 Census of Agriculture figures on expenditures for petroleum
products in each state are given for twelve types-of-farm [6, Vol. I
t. 22].

These figures were aggregated to represent expenditures

for gasoline and other petroleum fuel and oil by the two agricultural industries, 10-1, Livestock & livestock products, and
10-2, Other agricultural products in 1964.
Data on total purchases of petroleum products by farmers in
each state in 1963 [27] were separated into purchases by 10-1 and
by 10-2 in proportion to the purchases by each in 1964 (developed
as described above).

The resulting state petroleum expenditure

figures for each industry in 1963 were allocated to the consuming
subindustries within each main IO-industry on the basis of cash
receipts in 1963 [14, t. 16 and 13, t. 16].
The total expenditure by 10-1,02, Poultry & eggs, and by
10-2.07, Forest, greenhouse & nursery products, in each state
was split between purchases from 10-31.01, Petroleum products, and
10-68.02, Gas utilities, as follows:

The flows from 10-68.02, Gas

utilities, to 10-1.02, Poultry & eggs, and 10-2.07, Forest, greenhouse & nursery products, in the 370-order 1963 input-output table
[38] were allocated to the states in proportion to purchases of
baby chicks and turkey poults in each state in 1963 [27] and value
of horticultural products sold by state in 1964 [17], respectively.
These figures for gas heat purchased from 10-68.02 by 10-1.02 were
subtracted from the petroleum, fuel and oil purchases, leaving

'
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Note 29 (cont'd.)
residuals representing purchases from 10-31.01.

Since there is no

markup on services sold by 10-68.01, no discrepancy was caused by
subtracting 10-68.0l's sales from those of 10-31.01, which are in
purchasers' prices.

Note 30:

Irrigation

The Farm Income Branch provided data for farmers' expenditures for irrigation, by state, in 1963 [27].

These purchases

were considered as a purchase by agriculture from 10-68.03, Water

& sanitary services.

Each state figure for irrigation fees paid

in 1963 was allocated to the consuming agricultural subindustries
according to the number of acres of its crops harvested from
irrigated land in each state in 1964 [7, Ch. 9, t, 9, pp, 923927].

Note 31:

Miscellaneous parts for fam machinery
and equipment

No state information was available for purchases of the
following specific inputs by farmers in 1963:
Producing
IO-Industry
10-50.00
10-55.01
10-61.07

Input
Carbuerators, pistons, valves
Lamps
Parts for wagons, carts.

The sales to agriculture by the IO-industries listed above consist
entirely of the inputs indicated.

Therefore, estimates are made
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Note 31 (cont'd.)
by distributing the flows from these producing industries into
agriculture in the 1963 IO-table [38] to the purchasing subindustries in each state in proportion to prior estimates of
purchases of parts and accessories for farm machinery from 10-44.00
by the agricultural subindustries in each state in 1963.

(See

Note 28.)

Note 32:

Miscellaneous marketing charges

The total figure for miscellaneous marketing charges paid by
farmers in each state in 1963 [27] was allocated to the purchasing crop subindustries in each state in proportion to the cash receipts of each in 1963 [14, t. 16 and 13, t. 16].

Allocations

were made to the crop subindustries only because livestock marketing costs were given separately [27].

Note 33:

(See Note 33.)

Livestock marketing costs

State figures for total livestock marketing costs were
available for 1963 [27].

The livestock marketing cost total for

each state was separated into marketing costs for each of the
livestock subindustries as follows:

Marketing cost data for 1955

were available on the national level by kind of animal [4, t. 5].
The 1955 marketing cost total for each kind of animal was divided
by the total number of animals of that type [10] to obtain marketing costs per animal in 1955.

The 1955 marketing expenses per

animal were multiplied by the number of each kind of animal in
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Note 33 (cont'd.)
each state in 1963 [34] to give "pseudo" marketing cost figures by
kind of animal for each state.
livestock subindustries.

These figures were aggregated to

This "pseudo" marketing cost matrix

(state X subindustry) for 1963 was used as a percentage distribution to allocate the actual 1963 state livestock marketing cost
figures to the livestock subindustries in each state.

Note 34:

Banking services

The sales by 10-70.01, Banking, to the agricultural subindustries shown in the 1963 input-output table [38] were allocated to the states in proportion to the amount of farm real estate loans outstanding in each state in 1963 [9, t. 722, pp. 510511].

Note 35:

Crop-hail insurance; other insurance

The total amount of fire, wind and crop-hail insurance paid
by farmers in each state in 1963 [27] was separated into fire and
wind insurance and crop-hail insurance using the national amount
of each in 1963 [9) for a ratio.

The state figure for fire and

wind insurance was allocated to the purchasing agricultural subindustries on the basis of cash receipts in 1963 [4, t. 16 and 13,
t. 16).

Cash receipts were also used to distribute total crop-

hail insurance purchased in each state to the consuming crop
subindustries.
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Note 36:

Rent payments on service buildings and structures

The flows from 10-71.02, Real estate, into agriculture
consist of commissions on real estate transactions paid to agents
and brokers, and of rent payments on service buildings and structures on farms but not owned by farmers.
Estimates of agents' and brokers' fees paid by each agricultural subindustry in 1963 (See Note 10.) are subtracted from
the total flow from I0-71.02 into each subindustry [38] to obtain
a total rent payment figure for each subindustry in 1963.

This

total for each agricultural subindustry is allocated to the subindustries in each state in proportion to net rent paid to nonfarm landlords by all farmers in each state in 1963 [14, t. 10,
p. 73].

Note 37:

Directly allocated imports with associated trade,
transportation and insurance margins

The only directly allocated import used by agriculture is
hired foreign labor.

The U. S. Department of Labor provided data

on total manmonths of hired foreign labor used on each crop in
1963 [41, t. 7, p. 17] as well as information on the major
states in which labor was used on each crop [41].

Since 95 percent

of total foreign hired labor was employed in eight states in 1963
(California, Texas, Florida, Arizona, Michigan, Colorado, Arkansas
and New Mexico) (41, p. 15], the total manhours of hired foreign
labor for each crop were distributed to these states, using output
of each crop by state as an allocation factor.

The same U. S.
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Note 37 (cont'd.)
Department of Labor source provided figures for Mexican hired
labor (97 percent of total) used on crops in each of the eight
states listed above, which were used as controls.
These figures for total manhours of foreign hired labor by
state served as allocation factors for the value of directly
allocated imports to 10-1, Livestock & livestock products, and
10-2, Other agricultural products, in the 1963 input-output
table (37].
The trade, transportation and insurance margins associated
with these estimated imports of foreign labor were estimated for
each state using national figures on margins used in the 1963
input-output table (39].
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Appendix
Table 1

REGIONAL CLASSIFICATION USED IN THE
1955 SURVEY OF FARMERS' EXPENDITURES

Region
North

Subregion
Northeast

Maryland
Delaware
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island

East North Central

Wisconsin
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio

West North Central

Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

South Atlantic

North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
West Virginia
Virginia
Florida

East South Central

Mississippi
Alabama
Tennessee
Kentucky

♦

South

State
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Appendix Table 1 (cont'd.)

REGIONAL CLASSIFICATION USED IN THE
1955 SURVEY OF FARMERS' EXPENDITURES

Region

Subregion

State

South (cont'd.)

West South Central

Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

West

Mountain

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Nevada
Utah

Pacific

Washington
Oregon
California
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Appendix
Table 2
CLASSIFICATION OF THE SEVENTEEN AGRICULTURAL
SUBINDUSTRIES ACCORDING TO COMMODITIES PRODUCED

Industry
Number

Name of Commodity Group

A-1

Meat Animals

Cattle and calves
Hogs
Sheep and lambs
Wool
Goats
Mohair
Manure

A-2

Poultry and Eggs

Chickens, turkeys & broilers
Eggs & turkey-hatching eggs
Other poultry & products
Manure

A-3

Farm Dairy Products

Milk, butter, butterfat
Manure

A-4

Other Livestock & Products

Horses and mules
Animal work power
Honey
Package bees
Beeswax
Miscellaneous animals (rabbits,
fur-bearing animals, dogs, etc.)
Manure

A-5

Food Grains

Wheat
Rye
Rice
Buckwheat

A-6

Feed Crops

Corn
Hay
Pasture
Oats
Barley
Sorghum grain
Silage

Commodities Produced
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Appendix Table 2 (cont'd)
CLASSIFICATION OF THE SEVENTEEN AGRICULTURAL
SUBINDUSTRIES ACCORDING TO COMMODITIES PRODUCED

In 3try
Number

Name of Commodity Group

A-7

Cotton

Cotton
Cottonseed

A-8

Tobacco

Tobacco
Seeds and plants

A-9

Oil-bearing Crops

Soybeans
Peanuts
Flaxseed
Tung nuts
Copra (imported)
Other oil seeds
Castor beans

A-10

Vegetables

Dry edible beans
Dry edible peas
Potatoes
Sweet potatoes
Truck crops
Mung beans

A-11

Fruits

Citrus fruits
Noncitrus fruits
Melons
Berries
Other fruits and nuts

A-12

Tree Nuts

Almonds
Filberts
Pecans
Walnuts

A-13

Legume and Grass Seeds

Cowpeas
Hayseeds
Pasture seeds
Cover crop seeds

Commodities Produced
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Appendix Table 2 (cont'd.)
CLASSIFICATION OF THE SEVENTEEN AGRICULTURAL
SUBINDUSTRIES ACCORDING TO COMMODITIES PRODUCED

Industry
Number

Name of Commodity Group

A-14

Sugar and Sirup Crops

Sugar
Sugar
Maple
Sorgo

A-15

Miscellaneous Crops

Hops
Spearmint & peppermint
Broomcorn
Popcorn
Velvet beans
Other miscellaneous crops
(includes other seeds, flax
and hemp fiber, etc.)

A-16

Forest Products

Stumpage
Pulpwood
Gum naval stores
Fuelwood
Christmas trees
Fence posts and other
lumber products

A-17

Greenhouse & Nursery
Products

Greenhouse & nursery products

Commodities Produced
beets
cane and sirup
sugar and sirup
sirup
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